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This article or section requires references that appear in authorized publications. This notice was posted on July 29, 2019. Captain Halok Halok, the creator of Captain Harlock, the space pirate, operates the manga created by other publishers, Matsuji Matsumoto. Editorial Standard (Reprint)
Ghana published 1977 Ltimal publication singing 1977 Ltimal publication inero's 1979 Volumenes5 Animi Channel Anima News Network Animame News Network Anima EstudioToei AnimeCadena TV Astakhi Other Network: 13 Canal 2 Andalusia, ETB 1, Barcelona TV, K3, TV3, Channel
33, Channel 53 Madrid France 2, France 3, France 4, Game One, M6, Radio Canada, Teletoon France, TMC ZDF WAPA-TV, Siji Yokoyama first broadcast by Canal 4 Chain One TeleAmazon Music March 14, 1978 Latest Broadcast13 February 1979 Anime News Network Ficha Cartoon
samanga on anime news network other adaptations to anime anime anime anime cartoons: InAdia to space pirates within youth: Infinite SX My Youth Halox Saga Captain Harlock's Arcadia Mysteries: Endless Odyssey [Editing data for Wikidata] Space Pirate Captain Harrok (Sachu Kaizoku
Chiafuten Haroku?), also known as Captain Harlock (Part of Spain, Central America, Captain Miami, Venezuela, Venezuela) ( Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Panama Peru and Puerto Rico) is a cartoon series written and written by Rage Matsumoto. It was serialized in play comics from 1977
to 1979, and edited by Akita Shoten in five tank volumes. The series follows the outlaw edits captain after rebelling against the general apathy of the earth's government and humanity. Space Pirate Captain Harlock adapted an animated television series directed by Lintaro in 1978 and
produced by Toei Animation. The adaptation of the computer animated film of the same name was released in 2013. It should be noted that Rage Matsumoto wrote only 1000 pages of this comic, and the ending opens and the story is incomplete. But he helped television adaptation
managers have a closed ending. As a result, many other character-based animations were drawn from Matsumoto's own talent description, bringing Captain Harlock to life. In August 2014, to commemorate the 60th anniversary of Matsumoto's debut, the original story, Captain Captain, was
once again released by the cartoonist. Koichi Shimahoshi's dimensional voyage reveals some important differences from the original plot. The acquired Shonen series is based on a future world that has left a desire for conquest that has made humanity expand throughout the universe. Men
who are dedicated to a variety of leisure and entertainment cannot afford the burden of life without duty. But many who saw their lives wasted on earth of inert hopes and dreams sailed back into space by boat. And the land government criticized this behavior, crossing them from pirates and
criminals. Thus at the end of the third millennium a picture of a space pirate was born, sailing through the universe. It all starts when a big black sphere hits earth. Professor Daiba and his son, Tasado, learned that the object had been sent by an alien species, Amazon, who planned to
invade Earth. But no one in the government believes these facts, and they bring the sphere as casual and trivial. Even when Professor Daiba dies, no one does anything. This upsets Tadashi, who sees it as the only solution, and embarks on arcadia, asking Captain Harlock for help and
fighting with the Amazon to help him get revenge on his father. However, Tadashi finds little reason for the crew and Harlock to fight, just like The Queen of the Amazon. So we find that war on earth is not only responsible for protecting or conquering the earth, but also behind these facts.
Harrock Earth protagonist: Captain Harlock is a romantic hero's archetype, nostalgic around him. Born into the wrong times and a society that doesn't understand him, the idealist chooses to escape the law that leads the way he wants. He and his fellow space pirates have lost their lives that
they consider free, their future lives for the world, the comfort of their judgment and survival instincts. Considering the classic protagonist (a young man who begins an adventure, matures along the way, and emerges as a hero), Harlock can be treated as his mentor. The most accurate
definition is that the hero should already be formed because it is already a mature character, but it is an example to follow from the rest of the team. For this reason, Harelock's past is more important because, more importantly, viewers don't find answers to how heroes are formed for him
and how they're formed. And depicting the past (hence the character's present), in the case of Oyama and Emeralda as Tochiro, emphasizes the appearance of the missing friends. Thus, it describes the nostalgic atmosphere recognized in the series, hinted at The characters had a better
time. This may seem obvious, but given that they are at war, it is highlighted in several chapters specifically dedicated to secondary characters. Thus, along with Harelock, a spaceship named Arcadia is a meeting place for characters to leave their lives, embarking on a fighting adventure for
planet Earth, guided by their principles. Torotochi Oyama: An old friend of Harrok, an engineer and construction manager at Arcadia. He died of a disease that prompted Hoshino Tetzro to ask the Galaxy Express 999 to end his suffering, and his conscience survived on the ship's computer.
Mayu Oyama: Daughter of Tochiro Oyama and Queen Emeraldas (called Emeralda in this series). Harrok takes care of her after Torcho's death and Emeraldas leaves, but she cannot be with Harak because she wants to remain on earth. Professor Tsuyoshi Daiba: The father of the



astronomer and scientist Daidashi. He was one of the few scientists to glimpse the threat abroad and tried to warn the earth government before he was killed by the Amazon. Damaged by his father's murder, Tadashi joined the Arcadia crew for revenge. Commander Mitsuru Kirita: The
leader of the Earth Defense Forces is the great enemy of Halok and will not stop anything to get rid of him. At a very young age, Kirita lost her father, a secret government agent, and gave birth to her mother and sister, Tammy, during her wicked mission. But in the animated series, he finally
knows that Harlock is fighting Amazon. Emeralda: She is the mistress of Torcho and the mother of Mayu. She decides to use a spaceship to follow Tochro's coffin into space after his death. She is an early version of Emeraldas, who will play a more important role in the later works of Rage
Matsumoto. Arcadia Dadashi Daiba Crew: Daiba is replaced by the public and is the gateway to Harok. The 14-year-old son of a scientist who was killed by the Amazon, joined the Arcadia crew after the death of his father. He lost his mother in a disaster on the Neryulian Dal Triton, ignoring
the call for help by an indifferent government. Tadado will clash with Harlock early in the series, but will be part of Harlock's trusted team as the series progresses. Kay Yuki: A young woman with blond hair who was already one of Harlock's crew when Tadashi was on board. He met This is
the first time she has assaulted a military officer who had disregarded her father's death and then attacked a boat returning to earth with her as a prisoner. There's a little bit of innoclessness that she falls in love with Halok (although the second half of the SSX series will be more definitive),
although at first it seems like there's a romantic tendency towards Dadashi Daiba, but eventually the two settle into a platonic friendship. She is arcadia's chief sailing scientist and second-youngest flight attendant. Meim: An alien who plays Harp as a counselor to Arcadia and Harlock on the
origin of morality. She is a gentle and lovely woman, and her body design is reminiscent of a slender humanoid. Its species is characterized by purple hair, blue skin and yellow eyes without pupils. More surprisingly, his face does not have an obvious mouth, but it is possible to open his
mouth and absorb the liquid. Miime asks for alcohol as her only livelihood (without getting drunk); When ingested, the body emits biological luminosity. This light also radiates at moments of anger; Once, light was marked as a weapon of energy. Miime's mental and emotional empathy for a
perceptual being is a trait he uses for medical purposes as a member of the nurse. In moments of disappointment or danger, she plays the classic harp, and her music often instills tranquility in her onboard colleagues, especially Harlock, who welcomes Miime's calm presence in her cabin.
Sometimes he demonstrates practical knowledge of Arcadia's operations and acts as the ship's Helmsman/Navigator. Apparently, their race became extinct when radiation revealed adjunct predators on their home planet, the native plants of the Jura. The captain and crew risked their lives
to save her from the fate of the world, preach eternal loyalty to the captain of Arcadia, and ensure her safety. Sometimes this relationship seems close enough to seem romantic, but it is not clear what the couple's feelings are specifically. In the 2010 film as well as the series reboot, Miime
has a more humanoid appearance with its existing mouth and eyes. Yatran: In Arcadia, Harlock's first officer is usually portrayed as a cartoon resource in the series, but when the battle for alien threats is imminent, he will be next to the captain. He is also an outstanding mathematician and
interested in the construction of plastic ship models (he even saw building models. in one episode). Yataran is based on the cartoon Kaoru Shintani (88th floor) and worked as a reference in the Matsumoto Building model in his early career. Dr. Zero: Chief Medical Officer. Like Yataran, the
ship's chef, Ms. Mars, plays the role of a comic when she enters Masu's kitchen and talks about her favorite drink, drinking. He has a mikun (a cat named Miaura, french), who was injured and dying, adopted alongside the kitten's mother, took him to Zero's office, and took zero on a arcadia
ride. Dr. Zero's cat Mikun appears as the cat of the Dr. Apostle on the space battleship Yamato. The U.S. military also intermittently appears in other animades, such as Queen of the Millennium and Galaxy Express 999.. The U.S. military is based on Matsumoto's cat, the last of which is
called U.S. Army III. Marge: Arcadia Engineer-In-Embellishment. Miss Mars: Administrative Officer. Tsunamajima Mais is a grumpy spinster who does not tolerate being assaulted by Dr. Zero or a cat. She is also a cartoon character in the series, but in her Baeksando story she had intended
to marry her boyfriend, Gozo Owara, before the situation, but the situation prevented the wedding from happening. Mars believed she had been planted a few years later until she learned the truth and reconciled with Gozo in a simple message before Amazon killed Gozo. Amazon Amazon
(The Majon of The Japanese Original), the original main villain 1978 series, is a female humanoid façade intelligent plant species. Some have male forms, but their apparent genus is not superficial and functional, because they are male and female caustic species. Interestingly, when
amazondies die, they spontaneously burn until the body is completely gone. Queen LaPresia: The sovereign monarch of the Amazon has decided to lead his people to make the planet a new home after the destruction of his home planet. Just as she was beautiful and cruel, Rafflesia was
once a wise and kind ruler, but as the series progresses, her people's situation makes her worse. At first, he saw Harlock as a great threat and saved his life at first, but repented. Faced with a plan to kidnap Mayu Oyama as a means of luring Harok, LaPlecia initially considered unethical
tactics, but accepted arcadia's threat as amazon, causing discord among alien invaders. In the last game against Harlock, it is eventually found that it is not a lottery But human. After defeating her in a duel, Harlock draws a lottery to allow the people to leave the earth and settle elsewhere.
Its name comes from Rafflesia, sometimes referred to as body flowers. Cleo is later killed by Daidavi Daidava. Commander Cassandra: The ruthless commander of the Third Quadrant of the Amazon Navy is willing to use disgraceful tactics, such as using the Amazon civilian fleet as a shield
against Arcadia attacks, a tactic designed after the destruction of a civilian vessel she attempted to protect, and Harlock mistakenly believed it to be an Amazon command line. She dies when Harlock pulls the fleet's flagship unit through a mobile repair platform and is exposed to
indefensible attacks on Cassandra's ship. Namino Shizuka: Amazon Spy poses as secretary of the Prime Minister of the earth. She tries to assassinate the prime minister, and Kiruta accuses her of the facts, then tries to get Kiruta out of prison and tries to find refuge in Arcadia, interrupting
the inside of the ship. Harlock discovers The Origins of Shizuka and later grants her asylum to her boat after Queen Laplasia ordered her to give up and kill her. Unable to return to the Amazon caravan, Shizuka admires Harlock's noble behavior on her ride and forces her to kill her without
causing a certain death at amazon's hands. Harek later told Kiruta that he had feelings for Shizuka and that he had died as a hero fighting the Amazon. Shizuka will later return from the 2002 Endless Odyssey OVA series as a hologram assistant to Professor Daiba (in addition to having
dark hair in that series instead of the redhead she had in the Space Pirates series, she looked the same in both shows, but they are different characters in both series). Laura Commander: She's the commander of The Amazon's Space Station 1 on planet Venus, and she looks calm but
twisted. It allows you to mentally control humans through fantasies, and the curious name comes from The Basque, a language that means flowers, a name that Laura perfectly matches the nature of the plant. Arcadia ship Arcadia Ship plays a special role in history. Just as star wars could
be the Millennium Falcon or Star Trek's American Enterprise NCC 1701, Arcadia becomes a mystery beyond the heroic mount. Crew and enemies. In addition, Arcadia, who added that it is the only trace of Harlock's past, is something that every story goes back to. Perhaps the most
interesting topic is called passenger number 42. When Laplia and Amazon investigated Arcadia, they learned that Harlock owned 40 assers, and together with him, they made up 41 crew members. But Amazon's detection technology has always hinted at the presence of 42 intelligent living
beings within Arcadia. In the end, the spirit of The Captain's loyal friend Tochiro Oyama suggests that the spirit of animating and resurrecting the ship is. List of episodes - Title Premiere 01 Cosmic Pirate Flag Wave «Uchuni Hatameku Kaizoku Ki02 Unknown Message (Mitch Karano
Message (Michi Karano Message ( Kamino Nimore Onna Jiu will not play Sitani) (I'm sat!) 05 On the edge of a distant star... «Haruka Naru hoshioni...» 06 Haunted Amazon (Maboroshi No Mazoon) 07 Kaitei No Pyramid Islands (Katei no Piramado) Pyramid Pyramid 08 Queen's Space Fleet
(Jounochukantai) 09 Terrible Living Plants (Senritz No Shokubuts Seimeitai) 10 Approachto the Mysterious Planet (Nana) Jo No Wakusei ni Seomare (謎) 11 Lola shines like gold when Laura Ga kini- Ni Kagayaku Toki (Agrand) 12 Mom The evil castle of the death of the eternal haha haha
sinouminazu 14 deception of the sphinx (supinkus no holding) (supinkus no holding) 15 tragic love! Aurora del Polo Norte Hiren! The Aurora Horeale of Hokyoku! Wakare Uta 17 Skeletal Hero (Hakkotsu No Yusha) 18 Evil Fantasy Warrior (Shadow Warrior) (Manozeni Senshi(Shadu
Soruzai) 19 Zoo Lapercia Nowan罠a 20 Jura, The Planet of Death (Simetz No Bosh) 21 High Rum! Tragic Warrior Guramu! Nosenshi Higeki 22 Shadow of Death, Space Cemetery (Uchuno Hakaba, Desushadu) 23 Yataran, Poems of Love Puramo Kinoshi 24 Pure Love Shooting Star Junai
nagareboshi (Junai nagareboshi) (Dr. Zero and I) 25 Dr. Zero and I « Tokuta.Zero Mii (Haruka Naru Nagai Tabi) Haruka Nanagai Tabi (Haruka Naru Nagai Tabi ( Haruka Naru Nagai Tabi (Haruka Naru Nagai (Haruka Naru Nagai (Haruka Naru Nagai (Haruka Naru Nagai ( Haruka Nanagai
Tabi (Haruka Nanagai) 27 Arcadia's Will Aluka Guishi (Ulysses Nebula) 29 Fighting to death on the iridescent planet (Notoshi Nijinoshi ( Notoshi Nijinoshi) Andatou Waga Tossoon (Waga Tomowa Seisuhoon (WaggaTomo Wagaseishoon) (Waggatomo Wagaseise) Waggatomo
Wagaseishoon 32 The Star Flute calls you (Hoshi Huga 笛 33 Lonely Man assaulted! Tata Ichi nin no totsugeki! It's a great place to stay! 34 Galactic Nanny (Jinga Komori 唄) 35 Beautiful Mystical Woman (Utsukushiki Nazo Nona (謎 utsukushiki Nazo Nona) 3 6 Final Battle Eve (Kesen
Zenya) 37 Red Sweater tears (Akaishi Shita No Namida 38 涙 Mahu Mayu! 38! Chukan Sisu 40 and the angels sang at the time (Sono Toki Tenshi Watata) 41 duels! Queen vs. Haroche! Zhou Tai Haroku! 42 Forever, Space Pirates (Saraju Uchuno Mufumono) Character Original Japanese
Actor Doblaze Mexico Dubbed Spanish Captain Machio Inoue/Can Tokumu Salvador Nazar Antonio La Torcho Oyama Yamada Yamada Yosa a Gloria Rocha Tadashi Daiba Akira Kamiya Eduardo Luis Espinosa Kay Yuki Chiyoko Kawashima Dolores Munores Redo Tamar Itmi Me Noriko
O'Hara Gloria Rocha First Officer Yataran Kuzko Eduardo Tegedo Dr. Garvey Chief Engineer Margie Kenichi Ogata Jorge Loig Miss Mas Noriko Tsukashe Gloria Rocha Professor Tsuyoshidaiba Yonehiko Kitaga and Carlos Besseril Manuel Lazaro Mayo Oyama Chiyoko Gawashima Gloria
Rocha Vicki Martinez Commander Mitsuru Kiruta Hidekatsu Shiba Guillermo Portillo Acosta Sol Sul Sronji Yamada Queen Rapla Hauko Kitahama Rosario Munor Munor Noños Redo Cleo Akiko Tsvoy Prime Minister George Yanami Juan Dominguez Mendes, Narrator Hidekatsu Shibata
Juan Domingo Mendez Animated Film CG March 24 In 2010, TOEI Animation announced the release of a new film in Harlock and a pilot for a graphicly planned remake. The manga and anime franchise space pirate captain Harlock's computer belonged to Rage Matsumoto and Toei,
preliminary images and project staff appeared. Mobile suit author Gundam UC: Harutoshi Fukui, AppleSeed Director Shinji Aramaki, Appleseed machine designer Atsushi Takeuchi and ninja scrolling character designer Minoka Minowa worked with Marza Animation Planet (formerly Sega
Sammy Visual Entertainment) to captain Harrok, a space pirate pilot. The official trailer/pilot was broadcast as a special performance by Shinji Aramaki at the Kawaikon Animation Festival in Hawaii on April 17, 2010. We met for the first time in the United States. The animated film CG is
scheduled for international release in 2012. On January 31, 2013, Toei announced that the animation will be released in the fall of 2013 while releasing its upcoming movie line. According to Oricon News sources, the film has the highest production budget for Towie Animation to date, worth
more than $30 million. The film premiered in Japan on September 7, 2013. It also premiered on Netflix under the title Harlock: Space Pirates, with audio in Japanese, Portuguese and Spanish, as well as english, Portuguese and Spanish subtitles. Receptions and cultural influences have
gained incredible popularity. In 1979, the character won the first annual Animated Grand Prix as his favorite character. In 2006, Harlock and The Galaxy Express 999 characters were recognized as heroes and anime heroine stamps in the third set.  Harlock came in fourth with 10 of Mania
Entertainment's most iconic anime heroes, and Thomas Zoth, who wrote Thomas Zoth, said his old-fashioned appearance and ascetic behavior inspired many other comic and anime characters. Several anime and cartoon characters have somehow been inspired by matsumoto's creation.
Naoko Takeuchi was inspired by the ascetic qualities of the strong, quiet, unshakable Harlock when he designed the character of the tuxedo mask, and the last exile, Alex Lowe, was inspired by the captain. His basic character design is even thought to be a source of inspiration for Osamu
Tezuka's cartoon character Blackjack. A parody of Harlock also appears in Project A-ko. In Italy, Captain Harlock became an icon of neo-fascist groups such as CasaPound, who exploited the history of the background and attempted to combine it with folk art to achieve nationalist goals.
 The character's disdain for conformity and social norms is portrayed as a characteristic. A new hero. The adaptation of another Media Eternity comic, a Malibu comic publisher, produced a series of American comics based on Captain Harlock. It was written by Robert W. Gibson and
illustrated by Ben Dunn and Tim Eldred. The story probably started two years after an event in Acadia of my youth, but ignored the events on the endless road SSX while borrowing elements from them. The comic was discontinued in 1992 after it was revealed that Malibu did not have the
right to use Captain Harlock. A representative of Harok's rights to Malibu exchanged money, claiming it was found to be a scam and had nothing to do with the rights holder. In April 2008, Korean production company Eight Peaks announced that it had signed a joint production agreement
with Japan's Genome Entertainment to produce a live-action film based on Captain Harlock. Original producer Leiji Matsumoto expressed concern about the project, as none of the companies contacted him and failed to obtain consent to make the film. Other appearances have often
emerged of unauthorised cameos from many other works of Reiji Matsumoto, including Captain Harlock, or indistinguishable characters, from the deck of cards to the wild card galaxy express 999, Queen Emeralda and The Galaxy Railway. Captain Harlock was originally scheduled to
appear on the Yamato ship on his way back from Iskandar. The idea was probably abandoned for a number of reasons, including the fact that Yamato's rights were owned by yoshinobu Nishizaki, then executive producer. The idea simply evolved to find the living Mamoru Kodai (Alex
Wildstar) in Iskandar. The idea was later used in Matsumoto's Yamato manga, and El Yamato met Mamariru, who had assumed captain Harrok's false identity (it was revealed when hero Kodai Susmu found a copy of Captain Harok's cartoon from his dead brother's belongings). In 2001,
Cosmo Warrior Zero presented a version of the story in which Captain Zero, a man-of-the-world veteran of mechanized warfare, wins the war and chases space pirates who are now resisting invaders by the mechanical humans who rule the earth, focusing on Zero and his inadequacies
during desperate missions. Than fighting more skilled enemies, it also has more legitimacy in their actions. Hallock, Torcho, and Emeraldas are mostly presented in supporting roles and are shown to be a little younger. Their previous incarnation. In the Warhammer 40,000 roll-play board
game, legendary rogue dealer Solomon Harlock is probably named by Captain Harlock and Robert E. Howard's Solomon Kane. Erasmus Haarlock, another member of the Harlock dynasty, has several physical similarities to Captain Harlock: an unarmed long head, a missing right eye (a
cybernetic replacement, not an eye patch) and a scar around his left eye. In the episode space loot of Mega XLR, the villain is a parody of Harlock, his name is even a warlock. He invites Coupe. Kiva and Jamie persuade Kiba on a boat to stay with him and forget about their two friends.
Glenn Dang often wore Captain Harold Lock's skull T-shirt and cross-tibia when he was in Misfit. Electronic music producer James Spinney uses DJ Harlock as an alias for live productions and performances, and is known for his free use of tracks on tracks reminiscent of Matsumoto's work
with Daft Punk. In the Stephen Universe comic series, the character Lars Belly takes on the role and appearance inspired by Captain Harlock in the fifth season episode star Lars. External Link Information Captain Harlock's CG film released in 2013 site Italian Captain Harlock (Italian)
reference data: Q393501 Multimedia: Captain Harlock « ) title=Capitán_Harlock&amp;oldid=127667858» «
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